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Image processing in matlab.
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FC Barcelona and Manchester United is included. More than questionnanswed.net olão, and be well -being introduced to Matlab. My name is Andy, and I'm Mathworks Product Marketing Manager. In this session, we will give you an introduction to Matlab using an example of image processing. But before we start, let's go ahead and talk a little about
Matlab. Matlab is essentially a high language. But more than that, it is also a complete interactive development environment. That the ability to do scripts, make computing number, make visualization as you right side, using parcels and a lot of different types of spelling tools. And also, it allows you to develop and schedule algorithms, and finally
implement applications. So let's take a step back and talk about a typical workflow of technical computing. Traditionally, you will start with access to the data. And this can come in the form of files, perhaps third-party software output, perhaps even hardware. After acquiring data, you will enter what we call the exploration and discovery phase. This is
where you will do a lot of algorithm development and do things like graphics, find trends and develop your application. And then you'll finally share it. You'll share your ideas. You will share your algorithms with colleagues in the form of reports and documentation, or perhaps in the form of outputs as files C, libraries, things that can be consumed by
other third-party applications. So, although I have shown this as a linear path, in reality this is an iterative path. You are usually moving between these different phases, increasing the sizes of your data sets, making more development, refining the algorithm and application, sharing the results, getting feedback, and again doing more refinement. So
what I'm gonna show you in this session is that MATLAB is very good at this kind of workflow. The purpose of this demonstration today is to build a system of intruder detection. Using MATLAB and Image Processing Toolbox we will explore images to create and share this application. Let's work first with static images. We'll publish reports to help
share the algorithm. And finally, we're gonna work with live video. Let me give you a preview of what we're building. If you look here, this is really the running app with anice user. We have the algorithm working. Here is our reference image without withoutI fi won dna,yakO .ereh nightlpmoc otua emos od ot gniog tsuj m'I,emit fo ekas eht rof ? I dnA
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noReturns, see that it is a simple matrix of three per hand. And see that they are 1 and 0 in the center. And we can plan this. If we look here in the work space, let me go ahead and open it. So I didn't show you this before, but now that we have some more interesting data here, you can really click on the right button. And you can see that I can pull a
few more variables, such as the pattern deviation, the median. Just as this matrix gets bigger and more complicated, you can really provide some interesting properties to be shown within the work space. But now we want to plan this. So, if I go ahead and highlight this and go to the Plots tab, you will see all relevant granals that are associated with
this type of data. In our case, we want to treat this as an image. So I could use the imshow. This is the equivalent of a printf in the world of images. You are simply peering or looking at the values. But I want to use the image tool, or imtool, because this is a small image so small. As you see, this image tool allows me to enlarge. I am here I am zoom in
the image. It is not very interesting. But you can do these things with the image tool as a measure. So here you can see that I can measure this black square. Are about 1.39 pixels. I can play with contrast. I can cut the image. But what is also interesting - let me go ahead and right in size ... I can click on this button here to inspect pixel values. So, if I
click on it, here is showing that this is my matrix. All different elements - here all 1 are whites. And the center is 0, which is black. This is essentially a photograph. It is not very interesting. But, however, my little matrix is an image. Here we are going. I will now do some operations. Remember, I mentioned Matlab everything as if it were a twodimensional matrix u matrix. you can do on the entire array. So here we're going to go ahead and perform some logical operations. For example, I'm going to create another matrix¢ÃÂÂ2. And I'm going to set this equal to everything in matrix 1 that is, let's say, less than 1. So what I'm going to do here is, essentially, I created the inverse. Here now,
everything that was 1 is now 0. Everything that is 0 is now 1. And I can print this one out, too. I'm going to just go up through my history. I'm going to print out matrix 2. And here¢ÃÂÂlet's go ahead and zoom in¢ÃÂÂis my image. And you can see it's the inverse. Here now the center is white. It's 1. All the surrounding pixels are black, because they're
0. So now you can see I've been interacting with MATLAB quite a bit. I've entered in a lot of commands. But while this is great at first, this can get kind of laborious. As your commands get more intense and you want to do more interaction, you probably want to move to something called a script. So let me show you one way of how to get that or how
to transition to that. If we go to the command history, you can see that everything that I've entered at the command window since I've opened up this session of MATLAB I have captured here. And you can essentially say, Okay, I want to capture this. I hold my Control key and start highlighting all the commands I want. Let's see, I created some
matrices here, called imtool. And I can right click here. And I can evaluate that section. So I can rerun everything in history. Or I can right click and go to create script. And so it opens up this editor window. And here you can see all of my commands I've entered in. And I can save this. For example, I can just save and create a test script. And then all
the scripts are labeled .m for MATLAB. And here's my script. And I can essentially clear out my workspace. And I can rerun my script just by going to the Editor tab up here and hitting run. And essentially, here are all my They were all populated, created with my matrix and also fired imtool. And here is my little image where I can really zoom in and
see. Therefore, it’s a great way to switch to an environment working with scripts now where you can iterate. You can debug it. You can save and really become much more productive. So the command window is great. But when you want to become much more automated and save these things and iterate, I recommend going towards a script. So, we
go ahead and move on to our image processing example. Let me move on and clean the environment. Now, with our image processing example, if you look here on the left side, I haven't shown it to you yet. But here is our folder browser, our file browser. So this is where we can see different files. We can navigate to any folder in the file system we
want. And here are our two test images. Let's go ahead and now import them into the workspace. So if we double-click the test image one, we will see that the Import Wizard has emerged. So here's a JPEG image. So it's really quite straight. All you do is tell me the name. You're telling me it's a 266 image for 484 pixels. And it's three layers. The
reason why they are three layers, says that there is a r, a g and a € ” layer red, blue and green. And we will continue to go on and import this into the workspace by clicking on finished. But I must stress that this import assistant will customize, depending on your type of data. For example, if you have tabular data or other type of data format, you will
see the options that will help you control how and what is being imported into the workspace. So remember that the import wizard will customize based on yourdata. we go ahead and click finish here. and then you will see that we have our test image filled there, test test 1. we go ahead and import in the second image. and here it is. and we will click
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olpmexe mu ¡Ãtse iuqA .oreuq ue euq o ecerap otsi o£ÃtnE This is the following. And we are on the way. Here we are not. We are essentially converted into shades of gray. Now we want to reach the next step. But before I do so Remember, if you are entering the command window, it can get a little bit laborious. I'll go ahead and open a script for the
time I've written before. Here it is, image detection. Here you will see that I'm reading in the images. Then remember before I simply double-click the images in the file browser and used the import wizard to pull them. Well, you can also use this imread function on MATLAB. So if I click on F1, that brings our help. And you can see that it is a function
that reads an image or a graphic file. And here's the syntax. And if you scroll down, here are the different file types with which it works. So this is a great way to just import into our image on a command line or inside a script. So I'm going ahead and clear our environment just to reset this script from the beginning. And you can see here I have this
area of code highlighted in yellow. So what this is, it's really a code section. And if I click, you can see this yellow area moving. So this is an interesting aspect of MATLAB, too. You can create these code sections with these dual percent signals. So if I go to a single percentage sign, that's simply a comment. But if I go to the double percent signal, I
create a code section. And this is essentially a complex rupture point if you want. Then everything inside this yellow area is a single point of execution. So if I run this section, it will run all the code inside there. I can get out of order. Then I can go back and run a previous section. So it is a great way to iterate and converge in a solution very quickly.
And you don't have to run the entire file or the entire application and run everything sequentially or chronologically as you do in many other languages, so a great way to work with the environment. Then we go ahead and .arobme .arobme em-uoV .o£Ã§Ãces ariemirp a somet iuqa E .o£Ãiug etse rop the "htiw tfel er'uoy tahw woN" .ecnavda ni noitces
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atsap ad ortned of interest and if there really isdifferent in the image. Then we go ahead and run this code section. And you will see here in the workspace, we populate some new variables. So here we have our image statistics and final image statistics. If we open these matrices, you'll see that I have a lot of important axes, so many lengths have been
found. However, the only one that interests us is this one that has more than 80: 107. And just to validate that filtering worked, here we can see our main axes above 80. We found him. Here's 107. So, if this is working properly, if we run our last code section here, this is saying that if this matrix is empty, we won't say anything is different. In our case,
there's something there. So we should be able to print something is in the image. So, let's go and go to the last section. And if I go to the command window, you can see the output here printed off the main length was above 80. It was 107. And something was in the picture. So we see that our algorithm is working pretty well now. And this is in a great
step where we can start sharing it and get feedback. And there are many ways to share your code. You can definitely send the MATLAB files around. And if your colleagues have MATLAB, they can test it. But another great way to share is if you click your code here - here we are in the Editor window. You can see that we have a new Editor tab. This is
the same where I was controlling all the steps through the different sections. But what's interesting next to that, we also have the Publish tab. So here you will see that you can really do things like highlighting and make more emphasis on the code. Because what you have actually placed inside the MATLAB file here, the .m file, will appear in your
final report. So you can make a lot of additional comments for reallysome description context for when this is really generated. So here, if we go It is in front and publishes image detection. And essentially, when you do this, the whole algorithm will run. Then, let's go ahead and let's go. And now what you have is a very good HTML file. And this
document can now be shared with others. And if you remember first, we create these sections of the way with the signs of double percentage - each of the comments is now a navigation point within this table of containing. So, here is the section called reading in images. You will be represented here. Here you are in this section. So here are the color
images. And you can see the output of this section of the way, and so on. This is a very way of documenting your work. You can show your co -workers very easily as you logically came to your solution or converged on your results. And that only presents in a really pleasant way, not just to share, but also for your own notes to help you document your
work, really a way of sharing. So now let's work with a live video. So, although this was very interesting - we have worked with some estnated images. We really do, we think, what is the crucial point of the algorithm here. Now we want to increase more to advance to our intruding detection system. So much for most of this is working with a live video.
And let's go to work with low cost hardware like a simple webcam. And to do that, let's advance and be validated that we have the right hardware connections. If we go to the home guide here and click on add -ons, you can see that there is a selection here - get hardware support packages. And if we click here, you vain that he brings this good wizard.
Here, you can see that we have selections. I will install on the internet. Click Next. And here are the ,MRA ,MRA serodassecorp ed odut ,BALTAM od etnematerid rasseca edop ªÃcov euq erawdrah ed sovla ed sopit setnerefid so sodot o£Ãtse iuqa o£ÃtnE .seµÃ§Ãeles Pi, beagleboard, many different types of entries, such as Lego Mindstorm for pleasant
robbery. And enter the one rolling down, you will see the webcams USB here. And if I highlight this, you see that I already installed it. So it's just wondering if I want to reinstall him. And it's just telling me the versions. Therefore, this is how you would continue and only select the different support package to support the type of hardware you want to
interact with. So, let's go ahead and start working with a video. I will open another script that I had written earlier. So, let me move on and close this one. And we'll see here on the left side, I have this call segmentation underlining FN. So all this is, it is my same image detection algorithm I wrote earlier. The differentiation is that I commented all
imshows. Because I don't need to break into right now. I know all steps is working very well. I used the imshow a lot to adjust and adjust my images. So, the algorithm is working very well now. What I did, if you look at the top, will use a -chave word called funa. And so what this does is essentially make this whole file much more usable. So, what he
does is allow me to call this algorithm as a function. Just as I called Function as RGB to Gray, now I can call all this routine, because the segment stressed functions. And what is good is not only I can only call it, but I can also go into entry arguments in the same way that you have passed into an image to convert RGB to gray. In this case you can pass
a reference image before my writing and then the later image, which we are looking for for our intruder. And so it will perform the algorithm. And the good thing is that you will have, or may have a return value. Then, here we will pass the highlighted image, the one I used Image overlay function in file exchange. And if I roll downYou can see where I
did this task. So, after performing my image overlap, I transmitted it back to the variance here, a prominent image. And enters the function, or wherever this function was called, this highlighted image will return. Then, again, the functions are very powerful and are a very way to make your algorithms much more accessible and more fan of use. And
where I am calling this funa is another function called Security_Cam. Therefore, the underlined insurance of security is my own fastener here. And all this is doing is configuring the webcam that I download from the web as a support package. I'm setting it up. Here, I'm taking my image of reference. So, I'm taking a picture of my writing before
someone gets in. This is my reference or my background image. Here, I will enter a loop for. And while I go through all loop iterations, I will take a new instantation to look for an intruder. And I will call my segmentation function. I will pass my image of reference and my new photo, and I hope to come back with nothing. But if it detects an object, it
will return it here and print it to the display. This is all this. I am referring to my algorithm. I did it in a function. I'm running for a loop here. And I really made this security function here too. So that I can go my command line here and enter. You can see that my mother is being well segmented. It is highlighted in red. You can really see in my
command window that something is being detected. But if I move my mother away, you may see that she has returned to nothing in the picture. Therefore, it is really validator. I increased considerably my data sets. And now I'm working with a live video. And the final phase I will do is put a good interface of usual at the top of my algorithm. Then I
created it. I validated it with real video. And now I will create a nice user interface. And to do this, I really use something called guide. So, guide, if you're looking for us, you'll see what I'm talking about. Then, within the Help, you will see opening a GUI Layout Editor. Then the graphical user interface is for what GUI is short. And you will see here
different ways to build these user interfaces. There are ways to build dialogs. You can make some very complex UIs. And so there is a very nice way to build nice interfaces to allow you to interface with the algorithms and tune it. And it also allows you to easily share this. And when you build these GUIs, essentially, you are creating an app. And so,
when you have these apps, there are all kinds of ways to install them. You can provide them as facilities for other people who have MATLAB, so a very nice way to make your code much more shareable and make your code in a complete application. Even all these little tools, if I go back to MATLAB here - all right, then we go ahead and show what was
created here. Here's a figure window. So using the guide, if I open it, you will see that we really use a lot of nice utilities to create these nice dialog boxes, to create these charts, which you will see populated in a minute. You saw that, actually, at first. This was all going. We created these nice slider bars, a start button and stop, even the button to take
the reference image, so very nice ways to just put your interface. And here it is - I will not knock you down with the code, but essentially, these are the functions that are linked to the user interface. Then the whole code is here. And the result otof otof ahnim a ©Ã euq rev siaV .iuqa aicnªÃrefer ed megami ahnim a rarit e etnerf me ri ossoP .lev¡Ãdarga
etnemlaer ecafretni asse somet euq ©Ã recetnoca edop euq o ¡Ãrev ªÃcov ,ossi ratucexe ue es writing. Here is my buttons start. If I go ahead and hit Start you can see, ok, it is working very well. But here I am thinning the botan. Therefore, I can move this and take it to the point where it is properly segmented. Here it is not really choosing the right
length of objects. Let's go ahead and tune this to have a warning. And now we will be essentially. And we have a good work system. Then again, here we have an interface of pleasant usual. We have our algorithm underneath. And we have a good interaction with it. And we could also have shared with our usuals a well -published HTML file, as well as
to help document what you did. Let's go ahead and go back to our presentation. To summarize our demonstration here, we return to our topic workflow of technique computing. And saw how we access data. First we deal with images jpeg standard. We will important them with the assistant matters. We did some development. So later, we even
integrate some hardware using a low cost webcam. We made our development of algorithms. And we shall share this using our pleasant publication functions. So we were able to move at all different phases. And you saw how we use script to help automate things. And in doing so we use Matlab and some of the Functions of the Image Processing Tool
Box to make our intruding detection system. And to learn more about Matlab, visit our website at www.mathworks.com/matlab. You will find many vides in the process, examples of the way to start and inspired by the creation of your own applications. If you need help or assist, of course we have support. But also central matlab is a very feature where
you will find many experts, both from Mathworks, as well as in our community that ,xoblooT ,xoblooT gnissecorP egamI erbos siam rebas arap E .adanroj aus a ra§Ãemoc e raripsni etnemlaer arap sanepa o£Ã§Ãa ed ogid³Ãc o omoc meb ,samet sednarg rezart ,satnugrep a rednopser a odnaduja .etunim .etunim a ni uoy ees dna,niaga sknaht the S .uoy
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Image Segmenter, Color … 1/5/2018 · Image Processing and Computer Vision with MATLAB: Code Examples. version 1.0 (16.3 MB) by Johanna Pingel. Follow along with the "Image Processing and Computer Vision with MATLAB" webinar. 4.4. Image processing is all about enhancing and extracting information from an image, to analyze and
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processing is all about enhancing and extracting information from an image, to analyze and understand our world better. In this video, we'll walk through a typical image processing workflow. We'll use MATLAB and Image Processing Toolbox to analyze deforestation in the Amazon rainforest. The Amazon rainforest is the largest and most ... Image
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